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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor, February 23, 2005

Thanks for your attention that you have paid to our manuscript entitled "The optimal starting time of postoperative intraperitoneal mitomycin-C therapy with preserved intestinal wound healing (MS: 4076810250841512)". We revised the manuscript according to your suggestion and point-to-point description of revisions made are listed below:

1- Some language corrections were made
2- All unnecessary capitals were removed both in the manuscript and submission system.
3- The country name was included at the end of all the affiliation details.
4- Author contributions were only mentioned at the authors' contributions section.
5- Running title was removed from the title page.
6- Conclusion was changed to conclusions both in the manuscript and submission system.
7- Competing interest was changed to competing interests and the text to "The authors declare that they have no competing interests".

With Best Regards,
Mehmet HOROZ, MD.